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We present a gauge-origin independent method for calculating the electric-field dependence of the
molecular magnetizability—that is, the hypermagnetizability, related to the Cotton–Mouton Effect
~CME!—of solvated molecules. In our approach, the solvated molecule is placed in a spherical
cavity surrounded by a linear, homogeneous, and polarizable dielectric medium. We apply the
model to investigate the dielectric-medium effects on the CME of liquid water. The effects of
electron correlation, molecular geometry, and the surrounding dielectric continuum on the
hypermagnetizability and the CME are investigated. The change induced in the
hypermagnetizability anisotropy by the dielectric medium is the dominating effect, being almost
twice as large as the correlation contribution. The combined effect of electron correlation and the
dielectric continuum leads to a doubling of the hypermagnetizability anisotropy when going from
the SCF gas phase value (Dh517.89 a.u.! to the value obtained for the MCSCF wave function in
the dielectric medium (Dh539.74 a.u.!. The effects of change in geometry are shown to be small.
Our result for the static Cotton–Mouton constant averaged in the temperature range 283.15 K to
293.15 K,mC515.2310220 G22 cm3 mol21, differs from experiment still by the sign and by a
factor of almost 8. The major reason for this discrepancy is the neglect of short-range interactions
such as hydrogen bonding and van der Waals interactions not accounted for by the continuum
model. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~97!51127-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last few years, the interest inab initio calcu-
lations of molecular nonlinear optical properties has gro
steadily, in particular for electric-field nonlinear effects, b
also in the field of nonlinear responses to mixed electric
magnetic fields. This interest is due both to an increase in
computational power available as well as methodological
velopments in software forab initio calculations of nonlinear
properties and sophisticated ways of solving the proble
connected toab initio calculations of magnetic properties.

Ab initio calculations are usually restricted to investig
tions of properties of molecules in the gas phase. E
though there recently has been a renewed interest in the
perimental determination of hypermagnetizabilities of g
phase molecules~see, for instance, the recent review
Rizzo, Rizzo and Bishop1!, a large part of the experimenta
investigations takes place in solution.2 Thus, there is a need
for establishingab initio approaches that include the effec
of a surrounding solvent.

As a solvent, water occupies a special position
solution-phase Cotton–Mouton Effect~CME! measurements
since many of these experiments involve ionic species
which the contribution to the observed CME from wat
needs to be known to a given accuracy.3 The present inves
tigation represents the first step towards anab initio estimate
of the CME of liquid water. In particular, we develop th
894 J. Chem. Phys. 107 (3), 15 July 1997 0021-9606/97
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theory needed for modelling the effects of a solvent usin
dielectric continuum. Some of the defects of this model w
be improved upon in our forthcoming paper.4

When investigating molecular magnetic properties w
ab initio methods using finite basis sets, the problem
gauge-origin dependence needs special attention.5 A solution
to this problem was presented by London as early as 196

and applied both by Hameka in the 1960s7,8 and Ditchfield in
the 1970s.9,10 However, it is only with the introduction of
efficient implementations of the London Atomic Orbita
~LAOs! by Wolinski, Hinton and Pulay for shieldings11 and
by our group for magnetizabilities12,13 that investigations of
molecular magnetic properties for larger molecular syste
can easily be undertaken. We recently extended the us
LAOs to a gauge-origin independent approach for calcu
ing the electric-field dependence of molecular magne
properties in a mixed analytical-finite-difference approach14

and we have applied this method to a number of molecu
of different sizes.15,16

Most experimental investigations of molecular linear
nonlinear magnetizabilities and nuclear shieldings take pl
in the liquid or solid phase. Comparisons between the exp
mental and theoretical results require a model that acco
for the effects of the surrounding molecules. Recently,
presented a dielectric continuum model where the effect
a surrounding dielectric medium on nuclear shielding co
/107(3)/894/8/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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895Ruud et al.: The Cotton–Mouton effect of water
stants and magnetizabilities17,18 as well as spin–spin cou
pling constants19 are taken into account. In this work, w
combine our approaches for calculating gauge-origin in
pendent hypermagnetizabilities14 with the dielectric con-
tinuum model for second-order molecular magnetic prop
ties of solvated molecules.17 In short, we optimize the
electronic wave function in the presence of a static elec
field and the polarization of the molecular charge distribut
by the surrounding dielectric medium. We then calcul
analytically the magnetizabilities using London atomic orb
als including all correction terms that arise from t
perturbation-dependent orbitals. The hypermagnetizabili
are finally obtained by taking a finite-difference with respe
to the electric field.

In Section II we briefly review the theory for our ap
proach. Section III contains computational details and
results of basis-set investigations. Section IV contains
results obtained for liquid water using the dielectric co
tinuum model and in Section V we conclude this investig
tion.

II. THEORY

Our approach for modeling the electric-field depende
of the magnetizability of a solvated molecule involves t
combination of three models for describing the electro
structure of the perturbed system.

~1! The molecular wave function is optimized in the pre
ence of a dipole interaction between the molecule a
the static external electric field; the dependence of
molecular properties on the electric field is obtained
finite difference.14

~2! To model the effect of the solvent, the molecule
placed in a spherical cavity surrounded by a linear,
mogeneous, and polarizable dielectric medium. T
electronic energy is then optimized self-consistently, t
ing into account the interaction energy of the molecu
charge distribution with the polarizable medium as d
scribed in Refs. 20–23.

~3! Using linear response methods,12,14,22,23 the molecular
magnetizability is evaluated analytically in the presen
of the static external electric field and the polarizab
continuum. Gauge-origin independence is ensured by
use of London atomic orbitals6 and all correction terms
that arise from the use of perturbation-dependent b
sets are accounted for.14,18

Strictly speaking, we should perform the calculations
the frequency of the incident light of the experimental inve
tigation. This could be done using for example the cu
response function recently implemented by A˚ gren and
coworkers.24,25 However, at present, no implementation
the cubic response function employing London orbitals
ists. Without London orbitals, the size of the basis s
needed for convergence would become too large for co
lated or supermolecular calculations. Furthermore, the in
sion of the frequency dependence would necessitate the
of nonequilibrium solvation theories for the evaluation of t
molecular properties. There currently only exist implemen
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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tions of nonequilibrium solvation response theories for
linear and quadratic response functions.26,27We therefore re-
strict this investigation to static electric fields and equili
rium solvation theory.

The approach used in this paper is in most respec
straightforward extension of our previous work onab initio
calculations of hypermagnetizability anisotropies14 and the
work on magnetic properties of solvated molecules17,18using
London atomic orbitals. As the present CME study of s
vated molecules combines the previous techniques, we
strict ourselves here to indicating the various energy con
butions to the total hypermagnetizability anisotropy, a
briefly present the relationship between the hypermagne
ability anisotropy and the CME. For a complete account
the theory, the reader is referred to Refs. 14, 17, and 18

A. Energy contributions and Hamiltonians

For a diamagnetic molecule placed in a spherical cav
surrounded by a homogeneous, linear and polarizable die
tric medium perturbed by external electric and magne
fields, the static hypermagnetizabilityh, may be expressed
as a fourth derivative of the molecular energy:

h52
]4«~B,E,e,r cav ,l !

]E2]B2 U
B,E50

5
]2j~E,e,r cav ,l !

]E2 U
E50

. ~1!

We have indicated that the molecular energy« and the mag-
netizability j depend on the external magnetic fieldB, the
external electric fieldE, the dielectric constant of the sur
rounding dielectric mediume, the radius of the cavity
r cav , and the order of the multipole expansionl ~see below!.
In this work, we shall evaluate the magnetizability hyperp
larizability by numerical differentiation of the analyticall
calculated magnetizability as indicated in the latter part
Eq. ~1!.

The magnetizability can be expressed as the seco
derivative of the molecular energy,

j~E,e,r cav ,l !52
]2«~B,E,e,r cav ,l !

]B2 U
B50

, ~2!

where« may be written as a sum of four distinct contrib
tions,

«~B,E,e,r cav ,l !5«0~B,E,e,r cav ,l !

1«magn~B,E,e,r cav ,l !

1«elec~B,E,e,r cav ,l !

1«solv~B,E,e,r cav ,l !. ~3!

In the second-quantization formalism, we write the molec
lar energyin vacuoand the electromagnetic terms as an e
pectation value of the Hamiltonian,28
, No. 3, 15 July 1997
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896 Ruud et al.: The Cotton–Mouton effect of water
H~B,E,e,r cav ,l !5(
rs

~hrs
0 1hrs

B 1hrs
E !Ers

1
1

2(rstu grstuerstu , ~4!

where the summations run over an orthonormal set of m
lecular orbitals. We have here introduced the one- and t
electron excitation operators,

Ers5 (
s56

1
2

ars
† ass ~5!

and

erstu5ErsEtu2d tsEru . ~6!

The one-electron and two-electron integrals appearing in
~4! are, respectively, the field-free, nonrelativistic on
electron Hamiltonian integrals,

hrs
0 5^C r u2

1

2
¹22(

K

ZK
RK

uCs&; ~7!

the field-free, nonrelativistic two-electron integrals,

grstu5^C r~r 1!Cs~r 1!u
1

r 12
uC t~r 2!Cu~r 2!&; ~8!

the electric–dipole interaction integrals,

hrs
E 5^C r u2E•r uCs&; ~9!

and the magnetic–field interaction integrals,

hrs
B 5^C r u2 iA~r !•“1

1

2
A2~r !uCs&. ~10!

In Eq. ~7!, RK is the distance from the electron to nucle
K, ZK the nuclear charge, and the summation runs over
the nuclei in the molecule. In Eq.~10!, we have used the
Coulomb-gauge and introduced the magnetic vector po
tial,

A~r !5
1

2
B3rO , ~11!

whererO indicates that the position of the electron is defin
with respect to an arbitrary gauge-originO.

The solvent-energy term in Eq.~3! is given by20

«solv~B,E,e,r cav ,l !5(
lm

gl^Tlm~r!&2. ~12!

In Eq. ~12!, gl is a factor that depends on the shape and s
of the cavity, the dielectric constant of the medium and
order of the multipole expansion. For a spherical cavity,29,30

gl52
1

2
r cav

2~2l11!
~ l11!~e21!

l1~ l11!e
. ~13!

The charge distribution of the solute is represented by a m
tipole expansion, in principle to infinite order, where t
charge momentŝTlm(r)& depend on both electronic an
nuclear parameters,
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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^Tlm~r!&5Tlm
nuc2^Tlm

el &, ~14!

Tlm
nuc5(

N
ZNR

lm~RN!, ~15!

^Tlm
el &5Rlm~r !5(

tu
DtuRtu

lm . ~16!

HereRN is the position of nucleusN. The summation in the
last equation runs over all orbitals,Dtu is the one-electron
density matrix,

Dtu5^CuEtuuC&, ~17!

and the one-electron integralsRtu
lm are defined as

Rtu
lm5^C tuRlmuCu&. ~18!

Finally, we note thatRlm and Rlm(RK) are related to the
solid harmonicsSl

m through

Rl05Sl
0, ~19!

Rlm5
1

A2
~Sl

m1Sl
2m!, ~20!

Rl2m5
1

iA2
~Sl

m2Sl
2m!. ~21!

In the above equations, we have for clarity not indicated
dependence of the wave function on the external electric
magnetic fields and the parameters describing the diele
continuum.

The molecular orbitals appearing in Eqs.~7!–~10! are
expanded as linear combinations of magnetic-field depen
London orbitals,

Cs5(
m

Csm
~0!vm~B!, ~22!

where Csm
(0) are the Molecular Orbital~MO! coefficients

which we optimize at zero magnetic field in the wave fun
tion optimization. The London orbitals are given as6

vm~B!5exp~2 iAM
B
•r !xm , ~23!

wherexm is an ordinary spherical Gaussian basis functio
M the position of the nucleus to whichxm is attached, and
the vector potential appearing in the phase factor,

AM
B 5

1

2
B3RMO , ~24!

moves effectively the global gauge-origin to the optimu
gauge for each atomic orbital — that is, to the nucleus
which it is attached. It can be shown that the use of
London orbitals will remove all dependence on the gau
origin.31

Using these tools, the magnetizability hyperpolarizab
ity is evaluated by taking the second-derivative of the ene
expression in Eq.~3! with respect to an external magnet
field — as described previously for SCF12,17and MCSCF13,14

wave functions — in order to obtain the magnetizability
, No. 3, 15 July 1997
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897Ruud et al.: The Cotton–Mouton effect of water
the electric field. The hypermagnetizability is then obtain
by finite difference of the magnetizabilities obtained in t
presence of different electric fields.

B. The Cotton–Mouton constant

The hypermagnetizabilitiesh of Eq. ~1! are related to
the anisotropy of the refractive index observed when a m
netic field is applied to a material as observed in the Cotto
Mouton effect.32 A fundamental contribution to the unde
standing of the CME was given by Buckingham and Pople
1956.33 Here we review the essential points, give some d
nitions that relate the microscopic quantities computed
this work to the experimental data,3 and conclude the sectio
with some unit conversions.

The anisotropy of the refractive index observed wh
polarized light traverses a diamagnetic fluid immersed i
uniform magnetic field inductionB normal to the direction of
propagation of the beam, is proportional to the mo
Cotton–Mouton constantmC,

1,33

mC5
2pNA

27
@Dh1Q~T!#, ~25!

where~in the Einstein summation convention!

Dh5
1

15
~3hab,ab2haa,bb!, ~26!

Q~T!5
1

15kT
~3aabjab2aaajbb!. ~27!

HereNA is Avogadro’s number,k is Boltzmann’s constant
T the temperature, anda the electric dipole polarizability
tensor. The two first indices onh refer to the electric field,
whereas the latter two refer to the magnetic field. The E
stein summation convention over repeated indices is u
Equation~25!, which was derived for diamagnetic gases, c
be considered to be valid also for dense fluids provided c
rections have been made for local fields.2

Of the two contributions tomC in Eq. ~25!, theLangevin
termor molecular orientational term, Eq. ~27! — which de-
pends on the inverse of the temperature — often domin
compared with the hypermagnetizability anisotropy term
molecules in the gas phase.1 To our knowledge, the only
exception is the water molecule, for which the effects
electronic rearrangement expressed in the tempera
independent hypermagnetizability term are much larger t
the molecular orientational effect of the field, expressed
theQ(T) term.14 However, for atoms and molecules of cub
or icosahedral symmetry, the Langevin term vanishes.

For the microscopic properties atomic units will be us
throughout this paper. Conversion units are the following

1 a.u. of a>e2a0
2Eh

21>1.64878310241C2 m2 J21

>1.48185310225cm3

1 a.u. of j>e2a0
2me

21>7.89104310229JT22>7.89104
310230 erg G22

1 a.u. ofh>e4a0
4me

21Eh
21>2.98425310252 C2 m2 J21

T22>2.68211310244 cm3 G22.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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The factor relatingmC to the quantity~computed in a.u.!
in square brackets in Eq.~25! is 3.75874310221 in
cm3 G22 mol21 ~CGSM! and 5.93556310231 in
m5 A22 mol21 ~SI!.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All results presented here have been obtained with
DALTON quantum chemistry program.34 In our previous
studies of molecular magnetizability and shieldin
hyperpolarizabilities,14–16 we used extended basis sets d
rived from Huzinaga’s compilation.35 However, test calcula-
tions have indicated that, for the cavity sizes of intere
these basis sets produce wave functions with tails outside
cavity boundary. These sets are therefore not suited for
present investigation and three other sets have instead
investigated: the correlation-consistent aug-cc-pVTZ set,
daug-cc-pVTZ set, and the aug-cc-pVQZ set of Dunning a
Woon.36,37 These correlation-consistent basis sets have b
designed to perform well for electric properties and ha
also been shown to give excellent results f
magnetizabilities.38,39

Test calculations using the correlation-consistent ba
sets were performed for an isolated water molecule in the
phase at the SCF level using the geometry of our previ
investigation14 @R(O2H)50.972 Å,/HOH5104.5°]; see
Table I. All basis sets give results that are in good agreem
with our previous estimates. As the new basis sets are
valence triple-zeta quality or better, they are also able
describe adequately electron correlation in the subseq
MCSCF calculations.

To ensure a proper description of the effect of the p
turbing electric field, we chose to use the daug-cc-pVTZ
sis in the remaining calculations. For water, this basis
consists of 126 basis functions. The daug-cc-pVTZ basis
also gives the largest hypermagnetizability anisotropy of
basis sets we have used — including the smallest basis s
our previous investigation,14 which gave an anisotropy o
16.70 a.u. We therefore believe that this value is closes
the Hartree–Fock limit.

In the remaining calculations, we have used optimiz
geometries, optimized either in the gas phase or with
surrounding dielectric medium. The geometry optimizatio
have been carried out with the second-order method
scribed in Refs. 17, 40.

TABLE I. Results obtained for water of the magnetizability (j) and hyper-
magnetizability anisotropy (Dh) with different basis sets at the experimen
tal geometry; Ref. 14. The molecule is placed in thexz plane with the dipole
axis along thez axis. SCF approximation. HereDj15jxx2(jyy1jzz)/2,
Dj25jyy2(jxx1jzz)/2.

Property aug-cc-pVTZ daug-cc-pVTZ aug-cc-pVQZ Ref. 14

j 22.95 22.95 22.95 22.95
Dj1 0.05405 0.05425 0.0547 0.055
Dj2 20.0325 20.03285 20.0335 20.035
Dh 17.85 17.99 17.82 17.71
, No. 3, 15 July 1997
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898 Ruud et al.: The Cotton–Mouton effect of water
We have investigated the dependence of the hyperm
netizability anisotropy on the size of the cavity, the trunc
tion of the multipolar expansion, and the optimization of t
molecular geometry for a given order of the multipole e
pansion. As our purpose is to investigate the hypermagne
ability of liquid water, we decided not to investigate the d
pendence of the hypermagnetizability on the dielec
constant. In passing, we note that this dependence is
documented for other magnetic17,18 and electric22,23,41,42

properties.
We do not consider here the detailed dependence of

magnetizability and polarizability anisotropies on the vario
parameters entering the solvent Hamiltonian, as this has b
thoroughly documented elsewhere.17,18,43We shall, however,
discuss the effect of these parameters on the CME. Inve
gations of the dependence of the hypermagnetizability
isotropy on the order of the multipole expansion have b
restricted to the SCF level. For the MCSCF calculations
which a~6331!—6a1 3b2 3b1 1a2 — active space was used
the multipole expansion was in all calculations truncated
order l510.

For the finite electric-field calculations, a field streng
of 0.005 a.u. was used for the electric field. A dielect
constant of 78.9 was used for water in the dielectric medi
calculations.

IV. RESULTS

We discuss our results in three steps. In Section IV
we consider the dependence of the hypermagnetizability
isotropy on the parameters of the solvent Hamiltonian,
particular the cavity radius and the order of the multipo
expansion. In this context, we also discuss the indirect
fects arising from changes in the geometry upon solvat
Next, in Section IV B, we proceed to examine the effects
electron correlation. Finally, we discuss in Section IV C t
Cotton–Mouton effect of liquid water as obtained with t
dielectric continuum model.

A. Dependence on the parameters of the solvent
Hamiltonian

Because of the large number of components of the
permagnetizability tensor, we restrict ourselves here to
cussing the hypermagnetizability anisotropy,Dh. Informa-
tion regarding the individual components is available fro
the authors upon request.

In Figure 1 we have plotted, for a cavity radius of 3.
a.u., the results obtained for the hypermagnetizability ani
ropy for various orders of the multipolar expansion, with a
without geometry optimization. Similar data for a cavity r
dius of 4.08 a.u. have been plotted in Figure 2. The ca
radius of 3.98 a.u. corresponds to the distance from the
ter of mass to the hydrogen atom plus the hydrogen van
Waals radius.

The effects of the dielectric continuum on the hyperm
gnetizability anisotropy are large. Indeed, for a cavity w
radius 3.98 a.u., the hypermagnetizability anisotropy
creases by almost 55%, an effect which—as we shall se
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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the next subsection—exceeds that of electron correlation.
the other hand, the hypermagnetizability anisotropy depe
only weakly on the radius of the cavity, the difference in t
changes observed being approximately 10% for the two c
ity radii investigated. In accordance with what we wou

FIG. 2. The dependence of the hypermagnetizability anisotropy (Dh) of
water on the order of the multipolar expansion. Results are obtained w
SCF wave function using a cavity of radius 4.08 a.u. Results obtained
with and without geometry optimization in the dielectric medium are
ported.

FIG. 1. The dependence of the hypermagnetizability anisotropy (Dh) of
water on the order of the multipolar expansion. Results are obtained w
SCF wave function using a cavity of radius 3.98 a.u. Results obtained
with and without geometry optimization in the dielectric medium are
ported.
, No. 3, 15 July 1997
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899Ruud et al.: The Cotton–Mouton effect of water
expect from Eq.~13!, the greatest change in the hyperma
netizability anisotropy is observed for the smaller cavity
dius.

The change in geometry induced by the dielectric c
tinuum hardly affects the observed variation in the hyperm
gnetizability anisotropy. Thus, with or without geometry r
optimization, the difference in the change of th
hypermagnetizability anisotropy forl510 is approximately
1%. For all multipole orders exceptl51, the geometry reop
timization enhances the change in the hypermagnetizab
anisotropy.

The stability of the hypermagnetizability anisotropy t
wards changes in the geometry is also observed for the
lated gas phase molecule, for which the hypermagnetizab
anisotropy only changes from 17.99 to 17.89 going from
experimental geometry to the optimized gas-phase geom

As is often the case for molecular properties,17,41,44 the
Onsager model~truncation of the multipole expansion atl
51) is able to recover only a small fraction of the tot
effect of the dielectric continuum. In our case, the Onsa
model recovers about two thirds of the total medium effe
reflecting the importance of the higher multipole moments
water. Furthermore, we observe that a geometry reoptim
tion with l51 reduces the variation in the hypermagnet
ability anisotropy, in contrast to what is observed at oth
orders of the multipolar expansion.

For l52, the dielectric medium overshoots the to
change~as obtained atl510). Smooth convergence is a
tained already at orderl54, which is faster than the conve
gence observed for nuclear shieldings and magnetizabili
where convergence for most molecules is achieved at o
l56.17 However, the faster convergence is due mainly to
averaging occurring in the definition of the hypermagne
ability anisotropy; see Eq.~26!. The individual components
exhibit a slower convergence and are not fully converg
before the multipolar expansion is taken to orderl57. The
small variations in the second decimal point of the hyperm
gnetizability anisotropy arise from minor numerical instab
ties in the finite difference.

The strong effect of the dielectric continuum on the h
permagnetizability anisotropy indicates that this property
sensitive to the small changes in the electronic structure
sociated with a polarization of the wave function. It is the
fore expected that incorporation of thedirect interactions oc-
curring in liquid water upon hydrogen bonding will have a
even greater impact on the hypermagnetizability anisotro
To what extent it will be comparable to similarly large e
fects previously observed for hyperpolarizabilities41 and
nuclear shieldings and magnetizabilities18 is the subject of
our next investigation.4

B. Correlation effects

In Table II we have collected the results obtained w
the ~6331! CAS wave function at different geometries, wi
and without a dielectric continuum. We first comment on
difference between the results here obtained for the g
phase molecule (Dh523.61 a.u. at the SCF optimized g
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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ometry! and the result of our previous calculatio
(Dh532.06 a.u.!.14 A careful re-examination of our previ
ous data has led us to the conclusion that our old MCS
result~38.75 a.u.! for hzy,zy is in error and that our new valu
~16.99 a.u.! is the correct one. As this component is impo
tant in establishing the value ofDh, this error is the sole
explanation for the large disagreement between our prev
and new results. Our new value for the hypermagnetizab
anisotropy is in good agreement with the result obtained w
the ~4220! CAS wave function~24.46 a.u.! in our previous
study of water.14

Returning to the present investigation, we note that
effects of geometry changes are enhanced at the corre
level as compared to SCF. For instance, the effects of cha
ing the geometry from the optimized gas-phase SCF to
optimized gas-phase MCSCF geometry lead to a chang
0.48 a.u. ~or 2%! in the anisotropy, compared with th
change of20.10 a.u.~or 20.6%! obtained when going from
the experimental geometry to the optimized SCF geome
with a SCF wave function. The same enhancement is a
observed when comparing the changes in the hyperma
tizability anisotropy in the dielectric continuum upon optim
zation of the geometry of the molecule. Still, the effect
optimizing the geometry on the hypermagnetizability anis
ropy is almost negligible compared with the effects of ele
tron correlation and the polarization due to the dielectric m
dium.

Comparing the change of the hypermagnetizability a
isotropy when going from the gas-phase results to the die
tric continuum, we also note that the change is enhanced
correlation. Thus, whereas this change at the SCF level
54% for a cavity radius of 3.98 a.u., it has increased to j
above 60% at the CASSCF level. We thus note that the
solute change due to electron correlation is approxima
half the size of the change due to the dielectric continuu

For the other cavity radius~4.08 a.u.!, the difference in
the changes of the hypermagnetizability anisotropy wh
adding the dielectric continuum is increased relative to
SCF level, where the difference was 10%. At the MCS
level, this difference has increased to 15%.

At the SCF level, reoptimization of the geometry in th
dielectric continuum leads to an increase in the effect
solvation. In contrast, the solvation effect is reduced wh
the geometry is reoptimized at the MCSCF level. This tre

TABLE II. Liquid water. The hypermagnetizability anisotropy (Dh) ob-
tained using a~6331! CAS at different geometries, with and without diele
tric continuum. The dielectric continuum calculations were performed
the cavity radii 3.98 a.u. and 4.08 a.u., truncating the multipolar expan
at orderl510.

Phase Geometry Cavity Radius~a.u.! Dh

Gas Gas phase optimized SCF 23.61
Gas Gas phase optimized CASSCF 24.09

Solvent Gas phase optimized CASSCF 4.08 36.3
Solvent Solvent optimized CASSCF 4.08 36.08
Solvent Gas phase optimized CASSCF 3.98 38.4
Solvent Solvent optimized CASSCF 3.98 39.74
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900 Ruud et al.: The Cotton–Mouton effect of water
has also been seen in studies of ionization and excita
processes.21,45 The geometry reoptimization affects almo
exclusively thehxx,xx andhyy,xx components — that is, the
components perpendicular to the dipole moment.

C. The Cotton–Mouton effect of liquid water

The Cotton–Mouton constant of liquid water has be
measured by Williams and Torbet at 632.8 nm in a w
range of temperatures.3 The average value they record in th
283.15 K to 293.15 K temperature range ismC52118.
615.310220 G22 cm3 mol21 ~cgs units!. Less recent deter
minations of mC of liquid water include values ofmC
52450.310220 G22 cm3 mol2146,47 and of mC521260.
310220 G22 cm3 mol21,48 both measured in the earl
1930s.

We compare our results directly with experiment usi
Eqs.~25!, ~26!, and~27!. The results are displayed in Tab
III, where the effects of dispersion have been neglected.
calculations reported in Table III employ a~6331! CASSCF
wave function and the multipole expansion is truncatedl
510. The reported values refer to different geometries
different cavity radii.

An immediate observation from the data in Table III
that the present investigation furnishes a result for the a
age Cotton–Mouton constant of liquid water in the 283.15
to 293.15 K temperature range which is almost an orde
magnitude smaller in absolute value and has the oppo
sign compared to the experimental value measured by W
iams and Torbet.3 The discrepancies are even larger if w
compare with the older experimental estimates of Refs. 4
48. In particular, our ‘‘best result’’~that corresponding to a
CASSCF solvent calculation, with solvent optimized geo
etry and a cavity radius of 3.98 a.u.! is mC515.2310220

G22 cm3 mol21 —that is, about eight times smaller~in ab-
solute value! than experiment and of the opposite sign.

We also note that, once the error mentioned above in
hzy,zy component in Ref. 14 is corrected (hzy,zy516.99 a.u.
instead of the value of 38.75 a.u. given in Table IV of R
14!, then the average value ofmC in the 283.15 K to 293.15
K temperature range of our previous gas phase study
comesmC510.4310220 G22 cm3 mol21, which is slightly
larger than the values computed here~with a different basis
set! employing optimized~SCF or CASSCF! geometries.

Water has been identified as a peculiar system in stu
of the CME in gases because of the dominance of the hy

TABLE III. The solvent dependence of the Cotton–Mouton constantmC
5A1B/T of liquid water @A5Dh in units of 10220 G22 cm3 mol21,
B5Q~T!3T in units of 10220 G22 cm3 mol21 K#, and average value
(mC

ave, in units of 1020 G22 cm3 mol21) in the 283.15 K to 293.15 K
temperature range. CASSCF calculations, daug-cc-pVTZ basis set.

Phase Geometry
Cavity

radius~a.u.! A B mC
ave

Gas Gas phase optimized SCF 8.87 230.144 9.
Gas Gas phase optimized CASSCF 9.05 311.548 10

Solvent Gas phase optimized CASSCF 4.08 13.65 70.94 13
Solvent Solvent optimized CASSCF 4.08 13.56 70.33 13
Solvent Gas phase optimized CASSCF 3.98 14.45 67.06 14
Solvent Solvent optimized CASSCF 3.98 14.94 64.58 15
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 107
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magnetizability anisotropy. For most molecular system
Langevin’s term dominates the observed CME, making
experimental determination of the hypermagnetizability a
isotropy by extrapolation to infinite temperature as indica
in Eq. ~25! difficult.1 The water molecule is the only ‘‘non
spherical’’ molecular system known to us where the te
perature independent part dominates, as the contributio
the hypermagnetizability anisotropy to the overall Cotto
Mouton constant is about 90% for the isolated molecule a
rises to more than 98% with the introduction of the dielect
continuum. Going into finer details, geometry optimizati
increases the contribution of the hypermagnetizability anis
ropy ~relative to the experimental geometry! for the isolated
gas phase-molecule, whereas the effect of optimization in
dielectric continuum is negligible. When the cavity size
increased from 3.98 to 4.08 a.u., the contribution of the
permagnetizability anisotropy decreases slightly~from
98.5% to 98.2%!.

We would like to stress that the main reason for t
difference in sign between our result and experiment is
from our point of view — the lack of a proper description
the solvent effects rather than inadequacies in our wave fu
tions. A change of sign from the gas phase to the liq
phase have been experimentally observed for the hyperp
izability of water.49,50 Mikkelsen et al. have shown that a
dielectric continuum model is incapable of reproducing t
sign shift of the hyperpolarizability between the gas and l
uid phase, and that a semi-continuum model is neede
order to reproduce experimental observations.41 However, no
experimental investigation of the Cotton–Mouton effect
gaseous water exists to confirm such a sign difference. In
next paper, we will extend our investigation to the use o
semi-continuum model. Our preliminary results for a sup
molecule model confirm this change of sign when goi
from the gas to liquid phase.4

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a gauge-origin independent mo
for calculating the hypermagnetizabilities of solvated sp
cies, employing a dielectric continuum model for a MCSC
wave function. The model has been used to investigate,
liquid water, the dielectric effects on the hypermagnetizab
ity and the Cotton–Mouton effect.

The dependence of the hypermagnetizability anisotro
on the solvent parameters, electron correlation, and the
ometry has been considered. Our results for the aver
static Cotton–Mouton constant of water in the range 283
to 293.15 K, which our previous study14 had determined to
be mC510.4310220 G22 cm3 mol21 for the isolated gas-
phase molecule, increases tomC515.2310220 G22 cm3

mol21 when the dielectric continuum is used to simulate t
liquid phase. Changes in geometry upon solvation hav
negligible effect compared with the direct polarization of t
wave function by the dielectric continuum. Our value f
liquid water obtained from the continuum model is eig
times smaller and of opposite sign with respect to the m
recent experimental data of Williams and Torbet,3

mC

3
0

8
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901Ruud et al.: The Cotton–Mouton effect of water
52118.615.310220 G22 cm3 mol21 measured atl
5632.8 nm.

There are several possible reasons for such a large
crepancy. However, the effects of geometry reoptimizat
have been shown to be small. We have also investigated
dispersion of the gas-phase hypermagnetizability, and fo
it to change the static hypermagnetizability by less than
for frequencies of experimental interest. We have furth
more demonstrated that the Cotton–Mouton constant sh
only a weak dependency on the cavity radius in the c
tinuum model—the main effect occurs from the presence
the dielectric and does not depend critically on cavity si
We believe that our treatment of correlation is adequate
the water molecule and that the fraction of electron corre
tion missing here cannot explain an order-of-magnitude
ference and, more important, a difference in sign of the
servable. Finally, vibrational effects1 can hardly account for
the discrepancy.

The major deficiency of the present investigation is
neglect of hydrogen bonding and van der Waals interactio
which are not accounted for by the dielectric continuu
model. The large effect of the dielectric continuum, as
parent from the current results, leads us to believe tha
improvement in the description of the solvent, for instan
by including a first solvation shell in the solvent model~the
semi-continuum model!, might have a significant impact o
the hypermagnetizability anisotropy, as previously obser
for other electric and magnetic properties of liquid water.18,41

In particular, we note that a supermolecular approach
needed to explain the sign change in the first hyperpola
ability of water between the gas and liquid phases. Only
use of a semi-continuum model could quantitative agreem
with experiment be obtained.41 The effects of hydrogen
bonding and van der Waals interactions on the CME of
uid water are the subject of our forthcoming paper.4 Because
of the large difference between the results obtained in
paper and the experiment, we have not found it expedien
discuss local-field corrections to our results and defer
discussion to our next paper in this series.4
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